The classical Schwarz-Christoffel transformation provides a formula for the conformal mapping of the half-plane onto a plane polygon. A generalization enlarging the class of image domains to include many-sheeted plane polygons with interior winding points was known already to at least Schwarz and Schlifli.' This note is concerned with a further simple extension of the formula which delivers a useful class of mappings defined by multiple-valued functions. These mappings have been applied elsewhere by the author to certain hydrodynamical problems.2 Let w(z) be a multiple-valued analytic function defined on the halfplane, Im z > 0. It is assumed that any regular function element of w(z) can be continued along arbitrary paths to all but a finite number of points. It will be convenient in what follows to consider the image of a singlevalued branch of w(z) obtained by making a suitable cut or cuts in the halfplane which connect all the branch points of w(z) with the boundary. If, on the image Riemann surface thus defined over the w-plane, the images of opposite points on the two edges of the cut are identified, we obtain an ideal Riemann surface or Riemannian manifold in the sense of Koebe.8 (The image of a branch point, if it exists, is included as interior point of the surface.) This domain is a single-valued image of the half-plane under the mapping defined by (a branch of) w(z). In the following we consider the conformal mapping of the half-plane onto certain Riemannian manifolds with polygonal boundaries. We have first, THEOREM 1. Let w(z) be a possibly multiple-valued analytic function defined on the half-plane, Im z > 0. Let the function elements for w(z) be such that in the neighborhood of any point z = a, w'(z) = (z-a)a P(z-a), P(O) # 0, Proof: The proof follows basically that of the classical Schwarz-Christoffel formula. We observe first that any two function elements for w(z) over VOL. 35, 1949 609 
The classical Schwarz-Christoffel transformation provides a formula for the conformal mapping of the half-plane onto a plane polygon. A generalization enlarging the class of image domains to include many-sheeted plane polygons with interior winding points was known already to at least Schwarz and Schlifli.' This note is concerned with a further simple extension of the formula which delivers a useful class of mappings defined by multiple-valued functions. These mappings have been applied elsewhere by the author to certain hydrodynamical problems. 2 Let w(z) be a multiple-valued analytic function defined on the halfplane, Im z > 0. It Proof: The proof follows basically that of the classical Schwarz-Christoffel formula. We observe first that any two function elements for w(z) over VOL. 35, 1949 the same point are linearly related, by virtue of a standard argument based on equation (1) . Therefore the image of the real axis under the mapping determined by any branch of w(z) is polygonal, the vertices being images of the points z = bk, and (k7r the magnitude of the corresponding angles. Hence w(z) (whatever the branch) can be continued analytically into the lower half plane by reflection across the real axis. On the real axis w(z) satisfies equation (1), the exponent a being equal to f3k-1 at z = bk since the straight angle at bk maps into an angle of magnitude #k7r; a is zero elsewhere on the real axis. Consider now the function w"/w'. By virtue of equation (1) and the foregoing, this function must be regular in the finite plane except for simple poles of residue a,, &,, jk -1, at z = a,, di, bk, respectively. At the point at infinity, which is mapped by w(z) into a boundary point, w"/w' must be regular and also vanishes. It follows that w"/w' is single-valued in the full z-plane, and regular except for the above-mentioned simple poles. We therefore have, (2) is obtained by integration.
If the exponent a in equation (1) is zero for all interior points, then equation (2) reduces to the classical Schwarz-Christoffel formula. Under certain circumstances, for example, if all the non-zero exponents aj are positive integers, the (single-valued) mapping in equation (2) sends the half-plane into a many-sheeted Riemann surface with polygonal boundary, the images of the a, being winding points of the surface.
The most general algebraic and logarithmic singularities are obviously not included in equation (1) , and whether a generalization of equation (2) (that such continuation is always possible follows from the definition of Riemannian manifold). Then, since w+ (z) and w-(z) are linearly related on C, this relation holds in a full neighborhood of C. It follows that the functions w+ '/w+' and w-/ w-' are identical in this neighborhood, and, by a simple consideration, that w"/w' is single-valued in the entire half plane. Hence, by using the Laurent expansion for w"/w', the function elements for w(z) are seen to satisfy at any point a.
w'(z) = (z-a)a P(z-a) exp Q(l/z-a), where P(z-a), Q(l/z-a) are, respectively, power series in z-a and 1/(z-a). However, the exponent Q(l/z-a) must be constant, for otherwise, lim w(z) would not exist and define an interior point of M, as res -. a quired. Thus, the function elements of w(z) satisfy equation (1); and since the number of winding points and vertices (of co6rdinations) on M is by assumption finite, the conditions on w(z) for theorem 1 apply. Therefore, we have, THEOREM 2. Let M be a simply connected Riemannian manifold over the w-plane with polygonal boundxry. Let The actual determination of the constants in equation (2) is a matter of great practical difficulty, as it is for the classical Schwarz-Christoffel formula. The preceding theorem establishes only the existence of appropriate constants so that a branch of the function defined by equation (2) gives the desired mapping. Since a transformation of the half-plane into itself preserves the mapping, three of the constants bk may be preassigned, or one a, and bk- VOL. 35, 1949 
